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About This Game

Test your hand eye coordination as well as your patience as you throw shuriken, knives, and hatchets at a variety of targets in
environments and levels that will make you ask in amazement: "Did I really pay money for this?!"

Features:
Picking things up!
Throwing things!

Hitting things!
Dropping things!

My inevitable downward spiral and public mental breakdown!

NOTE: SECURE WRISTS STRAPS BEFORE PLAYING!
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Title: STARS Simulation
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Just Amusing Myself Studios
Publisher:
Just Amusing Myself Studios
Release Date: Sep 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i7-4790

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 970 GTX

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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100k stars simulation. brawl stars simulator. galaxy stars simulation. stars reservoir simulation. stars simulator bus. stars
simulation video. stars simulation vr. stars simulation software. binary stars simulation. simulation of stars. stars simulation. first
stars simulation. seeing stars simulation

More like a Reissue than a Remaster.. Accidently got this from a bundle, wish I didn't. No premise, unresponsive (and
unsatsifying) controls,  lazy graphics  "retro art style", meh soundtrack, uninspired dialogue, too much time waiting around for
obstacles/platforms to loop around. So far, the only fun part has been the pure platforming aspect while dodging multiple
enemies, but then it quickly went back to force-feeding its underdeveloped gimmick. Don't waste your time on this trash no
matter what the price is.. It's good, real good

Only problem is, it should really already be in the game

But yeah it's good, definately worth it

PS- I recommend using the Picts :). Meh.. Harry Potter Crap Simulator.. only picked this because had easy achievements.. This
game is very limited right now but with time it could become a great game. So far most of the buildngs cant be used yet and also
its limited to what you can do. But so far ive built a satilite and sent it into space, you can see it launch but as soon as it drops its
boosters it takes you back to earth overview.
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Why would Hasbro put out a port that doesn't even include the original rules or options for the board game? No way to
randomly be assigned territories, them place your armies one at a time as you wish. AI is the worst of any online Risk I've seen.
Drisk for Android is better. All they do is take a territorry and leave 1 army, then swap back and forth amassing 60+ armies that
they then do nothing with until their continent bonus gets broken.

I agree that $3.99 was $3 overpriced.. The best TBS I ever played!. The game succeeds at creating an outdoor military
experience that is fun and immersive. The five single-player campaigns are still fun to play. Multiplayer was a real blast back in
the day, even with the extreme lag due to everyone playing on dialup modems.

The game engine can render infinite maps with long draw distances while maintaining smooth performance. There are different
landscapes including deserts, grasslands, and winter mountains, while day, night, and evening missions add variety to the
lighting. It's a unique graphic style that works, and I still consider it to be a visually pleasing game.. This is a short visual novel
about some russian teens telling some spooky stories.

It was very well written considering that english does not appear to be the first language of the writers. There were a few
mistakes, but nothing too serious, still very understandable.

The sound effects in the second to last story were kind of weird, however definitely creepy.

Overall, I would recommend this Visual Novel, as it was very well written and the artwork is nice. Also it has easy achievements
and was a nice way to kill a little bit of time.
. A really nice update for the original Swarmriders, which is free. It doesn't bring much to the table, but it's fun and
cheap\u00ad.. I you're good at shoot em' ups, this one is good for you. This game really feels like an arcade game.. This is the
kind of game we REALLY need a neutral rating for. I don't want to unequivocally recommend it, but I also don't want to really
slam it too hard since it seems like it's the kind of game -someone- could enjoy. I'm mostly giving it a yes to balance out the
(poorly written) no review currently here.

This game feels like it could be something really great with a little bit of focus. As it stands now though, it tries to do too many
things at once. Don't get me wrong, it's exactly what it says on the tin - the "About" is 100% accurate in this case. In the game,
you have:
  * Tower Defense
  * Space Combat
  * Real Orbital Mechanics(TM)
  * Upgrades
  * A bit of strategy (in choosing your crew)
The problem is that it doesn't all go together quite as well as it could. By trying to do too much, it feels like the game ends up not
doing any of it particularly well.

Other notes:
- It's hard to just dive right into the game - you're basically required to do the tutorial.
- The lack of tooltips over buttons really hurts trying to figure out what you're doing, especially when you're playing at a high
resolution. Even the tutorial isn't 100% clear on things.
- Speaking as someone that does spaceflight simming (both KSP and Orbiter,) I find the Real Orbital Mechanics(TM) to be a
detriment to gameplay. I appreciate the nod to how real space combat would happen, but I don't want to be figuring out intercept
orbits on the fly while I'm trying to blow up asteroids. It basically makes the use of shorter-range weapons opportunistic rather
than strategic.

Overall, I feel like the developer put $10 per copy worth of work into the game (if you ignore the graphics, but hell - I can't art
either.) The problem is that I don't think most people (including myself) are going to get $10 per copy worth of VALUE out of
the game.

If nothing else, It's worth trying on a 75% off sale... and as I've said elsewhere, I've spent $10 on worse stuff than this.. This has
to be the worst turd of a game I've played in a long time. I bought it via Direct2Drive who were slling it at a massive discount,
but then didn't give me the discount, claiming there was a computer glitch. Then they refused to reimburse my money.
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Result - crappy game at not quite full price and one ex-Direct2Drive user.

This game is unfinished, unpolished, clunky, buggy, poorly thought out, looks like something from ten years ago and those are
just the things that spring to mind.

Its only redeming feature is that the player gets to take out Nazis, the most evil right-wing mofos in history.

2/10. I like it so far and bones points to let me play as a bank robber.but it needs to fix a few bugs, the part where you upgrade
skills are all locked and the only thing I can upgrade is driving.
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